Familiar steamers, too majestic steamers,
Shearing Atlantic roller-tops to streamers,
Umbria, Eturia, noble, still at sea,
The grandest, then, that man had brought to be.
Ships,

MASEFIELD.
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FOREWORD
HE Feature Editor of this issue of the Blue Print is taking the privilege of departing from the
A set precedent that has seemed to be prevalent in this section in the years past.
This year it is our endeavor, and pleasure to present as adequately as we can within our meager
limitations, a word picture with a humorous vein, the events and happenings of the school year, that
may as you read this offering seem trite and meaningless. but we hope will be hallowed memories when
time has yellowed the leaves of this book and streaked with grey the hair on your head. We hope that
they will portray in some manner of means some of the happenings on the campus that have meant lots
to us.
There are times that we will dwell at length on some things that you think should be short or
even left out, and there are other things that we may leave out or dwell lightly upon that you believe
should take more space. There are times that we might be prone to make a mountain out of a mole
hill and visa versa. There are times that our comments will seem caustic and uncalled for. In reading this we will appreciate your realizing that we might be looking at them from the other end of the
telescope from which you are using.
There are times that we may appear sarcastic at others' expense, or humorous or caustic at the
same expense, this is not our intent. Please try to remember that we are trying to please over two
thousand students in the most formative years of their being, a task that assumes herculean proportions.
Be good sports and remember, that we have no axe to grind with any organization or individual on
the campus, and if we have used you in an effort to create laughs, be thankful that you could have performed this service to humanity.
Our ultimate aim in compiling this section is that the book may be enhanced by its presence there.
If we have failed, and you are the sole judge of that, you may rest assured that we have tried diligently.
THE FEATURE EDITOR.

H. L. SCOTT
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MAIL
Dear Sirs:
I read the Technique, The Yellow Jacket and
the Blue Print's Version of Time and I believe
that I have many that will join me in saying that
they are bungling novices compared with your
production that seems to improve with every issue (inasmuch as one is the only one it is a Masterpiece). Many happy moments to the producers of Time

Montag Trade-Mark

The Symbol of Quality in Stationery

BILLY THE DOPE,

Sing Sing, '08.
Ed—Thant for them kind voids Billy—we
know we are good too.
.

.

.

Dear Editor:
I read the Poliece Cazette—The Yellow Jacket
and your notorious Journal and may I join with
the multitudes in saying that your publication is
simply LouseyWILLARD TURNBULL.

Ed—If you go in for real Louses- reading we
recommend that you read the South's Lousiest
College Weekly the Technique-

MANUFACTURERS OF

College and Social Writing Papers
Stationery : Tablets : Envelopes
School Supplies, Etc.

•
Montag Brothers
I N C O R PO R A TED

ATLANTA

NEW YORK

Dear Editor:

COAL • COKE
FUEL OIL
LUMBER and MILL WORK
•

I read a lot of bunk including your trash, the
Technique, Ballyhoo, Sex Stories and Physical
Culture and may I say that there should be a law
against your wasting paper and ink to say nothing of people's time in publishing your very, very,
very rotten paper
GEORGE CORN ELL.

Ed—It might interest the Gentleman that due
to the stiff paper that the Yellow Jacket is printed
on that it doesn't even have the use that the Sears
Roebuck Catalog does

WALNUT
4 7 1 4

•
Fuel Merchants for Forty-seven
. . . Years .. .

•

Dear Editor:

• •

We read your old magazine and think that
you are a bunch of meanies and can not say anything except horrid things about people
LOVE AND KISSES EMORY STUDENTS.

Ed—Better be good or we will gouge the proverbial orbs out
. .
Dear Editor:

RANDALL

BROTHERS, INC.

It has been our displeasure to read some of
your rot and that it is simply rotten
UNIVERSITY OF GEORGIA STUDENTS.

Ed—Don't be jealous—we would crack at
yours but the press must be kept clean.

TIME

Dear Editor:

SPRATLIN. HARRINGTON
& THOMAS
INSURANCE-SURETY BONDS

Don't believe that we read your columns especially the Socially Speaking ones and we would
not dare read the rot that this Ham proven:
However we believe that the last wise crack about
the Seminary is an error.

The Weekly Newsmagazine

SCHOOL

SEMINARY GALS.
72 MARIETTA ST., N. W.
ATLANTA

GEORGIA

•

Ed—We don't ask you to believe it, but try to
realize that there is a law of libel—and cursing
must be withheld from the press as much as possible

•

•
•
Administration

A Cheery Good Morning Young Gentlemen. and there is very little doubt in
one's mind as to whom the addressee is.
Dr. Brittain*, as President at Georgia
Tech, has carved a niche that we are
proud of. Loved and respected by the
members of the faculty and student body
as a whole, we are proud of you. Doctor,
and take this opportunity to tell you so.
May your days be many and pleasant
while you are at Georgia Tech.

•
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Grade A Raw Milk and Certified Milk
EARLY MORNING DELIVERY
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3453

PEDIGREE DAIRIES
Incorporated

165 Haynes, S. W.

Editor:
We have read your alleged accusations in the
Time issue of the Blue Print and would like to
know what you mean when you say a few
Grand

Ed—Well have it your way—Several Grand
will be just as well to us-

SIGMUND EISNER COMPANY
DR. M. L. BRITTAIN
"Now young gentlemen-

RED BANK, NEW JERSEY
Our

Uniform for Freshmen, Upper
Classmen and Cadet Officers

ways. A better friend to the publications
could not be had. Boys pour their hearts
out to him, and many a love affair and
what not are poured out b y the homesick
frosh to the Dean; the answer is always
helpful and appreciated. And boys may
frown when they go into his office, but
when they come out they are smiling with
the satisfaction of the fact that they got
a square deal, even though they have been
kicked out of school. We are proud to
have known you, Dean Skiles, and hope
that we will see you often after graduation.

to give advice and have someone follow it.
We don't want to make anyone feel
had due to above statements as we realize
that these dog-goned publication men
won't always listen to their publication adviser. but considering everything that's
really no discredit to the adviser.
Now speaking of an adviser who can
advise you on most anything, that is one
Professor Narmore who is undoubtedly
one of the best-liked Prof's on this campus. He's a good man to get into a bull
session with, and tell your troubles to, try
it some time.

Our Vice-President

THE INTER FRATERNITY COUNCIL.

Furnishers of the Official Tech

AFFAIRS

Dean

A smile that is incomparable (including
the reasons that Joe Zilch and Sadie Blah
use a certain brand of tooth paste) is that
of one of the most beloved men on the
Georgia Tech Campus, Dean W. Vernon
Skiles*, Dean at this heah institution. Although his snowy white locks may portray
an age of ripe maturity, his heart and
cheery smile portray that he is as young
as the youngest freshman. There might
times that his actions have caused us
t . wonder, there might even be times that
his judgment may not have seemed as
Sound as you would have it, but he is
human, gentlemen, and all human beings
re s usceptible to mistakes, even you and
. He coaches a well-known team, and
it is his one ambition that Tech is advertised by its scholarship, as much or
more than by its athletics, not that he is
opposed to them but because he is inte rested in the betterment of Tech in all

a

Maybe this office is one that you have
not known of before. Be that as it may,
Tech has a full-fledged Vice-President,
and even though the title of Stenographer
may follow the name of this august personage that haunts the campus, in the
eyes of the masses(??) and the multitudes,
this phantom at the campus is no less than
the Vice-President in Person. We don't
mean to throw stones or offend, but can
say that if the shoe fits, there is no reason
that it should not be worn.
*Other famous Deans will he recalled,
TIME, June 67, 1925, when the quotation
caused so much comment when speaking
of t h e International Correspondence
Schools Dean of the School of Barbering
and Hairdressing, "Hilman Fish that
Sardine," when we should have said Hilman Fish That's our Dean: well, anyway,
Brevity (dresses not included) is the soul
of wit, it has been said.

Advisers
If you don't think it's hard to get anyone to follow your advice just try it, these
men have. But there is one thing we will
say and that is it takes a darn good man

Department Heads
This one job which gets its share of
panning, due largely to the fact that any
mistakes made by the professors in a department are blamed on the Department
Heads.
Even though not justly so we should
try and not be too critical or exacting on
them.
Incidentally one of the amusing, amazing and astounding things about this job is
that it carries various and sundry titles,
depending on the department, the mood of,
or, well we really don't know who, but
anyhow, we have such titles as Dean,
Professor. Doctor and, perhaps, just Mister. But despite all this and in recognition for the brave manner in which they
have borne up under the strain we would
like to congratulate them on the good
work they have done.
Such men as Dean Skiles, Prof. Knight,
Prof. Cooledge, Prof. Snow and the rest
really deserve our banquets, so here are
ours.
I don't know whether you would call
the job of Dean of Men a department
head or not, but in any case he is an important and integral part of the school,
and it is to him that we from the Frosh
on up take our troubles. He is the
original friend in need.
As for his Fraternity spirit, well, it
can't be beat. His every effort has been
to increase the status of the fraternities
on the campus. The man we've been talking about is none other than Dean Fields*
and a good point to bear in mind is this
quotation of his from the T Book: "Be
a friend and you will find many friends."
*Incidentally the Dean Fields, here is not to be
confused with W. C. Fields. the Dean of Showmen, who had his picture in Time of Septober
56th, 1776.

SP ORTS
All in all the Sports year at Tech as a whole can
be deemed fair—not as good as it has been in some
of the past years and not as bad as it could have been
by a large measure.

Football
Without a doubt, the closest followed game at Tech,
the game of the campus in most of our minds got
away to a fine start with the election for the second
season of Monk Neblett the fearless leader that had
worked so hard the year before, when defeat was on
every side of them. Much credit to the year's success
of the team was due to the untiring of Neblett the
tireless center and leader of the Jackets.
Much of the success of the football season was due
to the men at the flats that have the job of piecing
men together and co-ordinating them as a machine,
some job at the easiest, and this year's team wasn't
one of those easy years. The credit for this splendid
work goes to the Coaches Alexander, Cannon and
Dodd.
Although more than one of the games were lost,
and there were no laurel wreaths to crown the efforts
of the team this year they will go into the posterity
of years to come of a team that can look back upon a
work that was well done, fighting against odds, the
underdog in most of the games they played they
fought every inch of the way and regardless of the

score the final whistle found them doing their best.
The high lights of the season were without a doubt
the overwhelming defeat of the highly touted, and capable University of Alabama team, and the scoreless
tie with the age-old rivals, the University of Georgia.
The prospects for the coming season look brighter
than they have in many years and much is being expected of the players and coaches from the students
and alumni. Graduation takes a heavy toll in:
Neblett, McArthur, Williams, Goldsmith, Viereck,
Barron. Cherry, Cain, Jones and Gooding. The Frosh
will fill man y of the gaps and the stars of last year
were not confined to the seniors, many of the junior
and sophomore backs are scheduled to gallop to glory.
Another year will tell—We are betting on you, Tornado

Basket-Ball
Composed for the large part of football players and
veterans of the past year, the basket-ball season in a
matter of games won and lost was good, however, as
usual the going in the tournament was far from good
and lost its opening game to L. S. U.
Coach Mundorf had a team developed that can be
ranked among the topnotchers of the teams at Tech.
Many are lost in graduation: McArthur, Captain
Gooding, Jesse Davis and others but the nucleus of
veterans that are showing great promise are to return
next year
Our predictions for next year—well, we hesitate because for some reason or other. Tech has never been a

ROBERT AND COMPANY
INCORPORATE D

Architects and Engineers

tournament team. Next year's team we hope will be
an exception, however, we don't have the heart to put
this in the form of a prediction.

Baseball
As this volume goes to press the baseball season
hasn't progressed far enough to tell how or where
they will finish this season. The start has been good,
and the prospects look good.
Last year's season met with a disaster. As the season began the coach was under the handicap of losing three of his most promising players via the professional route. With this as a discouragement, and
the material being very scanty indeed, Bobby Dodd
did a good job with what he had.
Too much credit cannot be heaped on the shoulders
of the All-American Bobbie Dodd from the University of Tennessee who in his first coaching assignment
since playing at Tennessee has won the respect of his
players and achieved the ultimate in the way of results. We are glad to have you with us Bobbie.

Track
With the loss of the stalwarts of the track team
last year this year's team is carrying on ill great style
under the tutelege of Mike Chambers, one of the most
beloved men in the Athletic Department. The one
thing that paves the way to the success of a coach is
the confidence of the men—the confidence of every
man in athletics is Mike's, they bank on him—The

captain of this year's team is Charlie Galloway of
sprint fame and the alternate captain is Herbie Williams, a hurdler.
As this book goes to press the track season is just
beginning and it is impossible to give the stars and
the shining lights of this year's season. All eyes of
track are turned to a Freshman at Tech that greater
things are expected of. His cognomen is Perrin
Walker and he is within himself a one-man track
team. His records in prep school are of the college
average and he is carrying on ill good style on the
Frosh cinder-path team.

Minor Sports
At the beginning of the year the minor sports program at Tech due to the depression faced being cut to
the bone and many of them faced elimination, but
thanks to George and Charlie Griffin, they were financed in some degree by a Tech Nite at the Georgia
Theatre. The minor sports and the students more
than appreciate their splendid work

Golf
The school that was the proud educator of Bobbie
Jones is on the road to the tutelage of golfers of
great calibre, maybe not to become as successful as
the unbeatable Bobbie but golfers that will get places
in the realm of bigger and better golf—Yates and
Moore have started on their road to success in golf
and already rate among the country's leading amateurs while, Dannals, Keene and Hudson and others
are well on their way and all Tech products.
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IT HAD TO BE GOOD TO GET WHERE IT IS

Tennis
The clay courts men have started on a season that
looks like a success from the very beginning. In
Reese we have the City Clay Courts Champion, a
man that has the rangy build of the old master Tilden, who takes his tennis seriously and wins tournaments. Mac Jackson is following on his heels in the
realm of the net game—Many others are getting tinder way. Coach Griffith is putting out a team that
we are proud of.

Swimming
Championships and the Tech swimming team are
getting to be synonyms and Captain Stover and
Coach Kenneth Thrash are starting another season
looking as though they will carry on as the champions
of yore.

FRATERNITIES
Time presents its Beard's Manual of the fraternity
life at Tech as observed by the staff of Time—its object isn't to offend—just in a nice way to take off a
limb here and there so that the strengthened product
would be an asset to Tech. If it is too caustic, read
between the lines and be a good sport—it's all in fun
—Thanks

The Interfraternity Council
We are the boids that run the woiks and after the
play is over we grab the swag—and do we get the
best in Orchestras for the boys at a reasonable price
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KAM PER'S

FOUR PURE FOOD STORES
have served Atlantans and Georgians
for three generations. There is a reason.
Our best wishes to the students of Ga. Tech.

KAMPER'S

—we don't want to make any money just to break
even. It is not our intention to fill their coffers at
the expense of the school—not by a long shot—We
are the boys that are working for the interests of
You and You and You. The only trouble is that the
Yous are in the council and they are officers in the
council—But what gripe has the members coming—
didn't they give them a chance to meet each other
with Inter-Frat Visitation and didn't they strengthen
their withered bodies with our Indoor baseball leagues
—so why squeak over a few grand—More or less
AT
The fire gods have been a bit inactive this year as
far as small infernos are concerned—Their Galloway
galloped a place into the football hall of fame with
many brilliant runs last season—Their Adams galloped his way into the mysteries of Anak—Just a
bunch of hale and hearty fellows well met galloping
along—Dethroned from their pedestal of activities of
yore undaunted for the future—Here's mud in your
EyeEA
Can you Croon Brother—Well, so can Brother Vallee of Maine—And was the man of the year a Sig
Alph—well, that is recognized without much argument—From Colonel of the Regiment all the way
through—And is the Biltmore a sorry dump to have
across from our newly acquired mansion, well we
reckon—And do we have activity, most of it a bit
concentrated, but then we have our Eldridge—and
Camp—Wagner and others with our Eve to carry
on for the true and blue Violets at Tech for another
year. In fact LOTS of Brothers to carry on.

Are we the Nertz—and do we have activity—Our
Turnbull is one of the bigger shots of this heah campus—Technique Editor. Student Council, member 0.
D. K. and a host of other things to his Credit—our
own bashful Elmer—and was his mustache a flop—
Then we have the Captain of the mermaids in Ingle
—The Debutants delight and man about the campus
in Storey—and are our Frosh the stuff—well, they
are being counted on as carrying through for the
wearers of the lily of the alle y in a big way no
doubt.
N

Right this way to the tent of the snake charmers—
That quiet and unassuming bunch that inhabit the
portals of our Fifth Street Palace—In Athletics we
are the last word—Neblett the captain of the Tornado
for the past two years and Inter-Fraternity President
—Anak and a sleugh of other officers—Hogsed with
the baseball Captaincy—And that's not all if some
meanie had not thrown the proverbial monkey wrench
in the cogs of a well-known political machine we
would have repeated with another Inter-Fraternity
President—last year we lost our Graydon and this
year our Hogshead and Neblett.—Oh, well we can
take it
KA

Knights of the Alcohol and are we exclusive—Boy
howdy! removed from the humdrum of College life
in our Colonial Mansion on Ponce de Leon—and do
we know that it is a Mansion? Well, any old dance
invitation to any of our exclusive house dances will
tell the story —and were we in luck this year—Politics

are a detriment but now they are not so bad—our
Brown is the President-Elect of the Interfraternity
council and our Weiler is just about the Secretary
and Treasurer of everything on the Campus—and
are we due for the comeback—now that we are not
strained with a church for our side yard—One of the
few groups in Georgia that the 3.2% beer will have
the least effect on—Why buy a cow when milk is so
cheap4, A 0
We might have lost out on our dance rackets but
it is better to have loved and lost than never to have
loved at all—And have we the Cream of the Crop
when you mention golf—Yates, Moore and Keen are
about the last word—And does our "Wink" Davis
and "Frankenstein" Corn turn in a mean game of
football—and is Cornell the publications man of the
campus—two years as business manager—and there is
a big chance that we keep this august position in the
olde fraternity unless some meanie plays a bit of politics to the contrary—and was our man Owens the
stuff this year—Anak, Football manager and all that
sort of stuff—We lose a lot but look at the Bobbie
Joneses that we still have left and Wink will run
again—we are headed for the top—Yassuh—and our
Butler is a leader in the Chi ChisK
Phi Sigma Kappa—We lost our Mathes on the Student council and that was about the crop—Well, anyway, who cares for poluted politics anyway? We
wouldn't mix in them anyway—We have our big
Flash Freshwater—and we do think that we have a
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good bunch, come over to see us sometime—He who
laughs best laughs last or something—Wait until we
do get in Politically—Politically sound by 1946 or
sumpinKA
Pi Kappa Alpha—Graduation for the past few
years the old meanie has just about made us activitiless—but never you mind—we have the makings of a
big power—Just hard luck and never a chance to get
into the swim—even our Anak swap has been wiped
out—But we have one consolation and that is that
it never rains in the same man's yard all of the time
and when our very capable Frosh come to the harvest will they get plenty? Boy Howdy!

X
Make way for the fashion parade—Just a bunch of
the high-powered cars going for a date with Atlanta's
most exclusive set—Our Mansion sits high up on a

Art Editor of this Volume was our Hugh
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J. H. BULLOCK
GROCERY CO.
71 Mitchell Street
ATLANTA

our formals exclusive—We do have our Grey Devils,
Upham and Adair and is Adair the Nertz—Anak
and well Anak anyway—And next year watch our
speed—Sixteen reasons for our popularity has scored
and our Frye is the big boy in the managing of the
football team—And was there a lot of truth in the
door during homecoming—yet we never care for publicity

•

(DUCKETT'S, INC.)
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79 Alabama St., S. W.
ATLANTA, GEORGIA
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T..
One Dollar and a half and fifteen cents war tax
and step this way ladies and gentlemen to the home
of the Dollar Sixty-five—The men that have Athletes and Athletes—Look at McArthur, Big Alternate Captain for two years of the football team and
basket-ball star—Anyway our McFarlane is the new
Four Letter men's President—and Tellepsen is going
places in the Journalistic game—and does the dollar
and a few bits play indoor baseball—ask anyone they
have played—They may have lost but they have died
fighting—Freshmen come and Freshmen go—Books
are sold and resold at the Student Supply and our
Herrin sells and resells them for ever—Well, we
did have the men to go places—and will we go

•

hill—Look up at us sometime when you happen to
pass by, you plebeians—And do we give tea dances—
After each football game so that the common herd
will feel payed off when our big affair comes—and are

THE ARMY STORE

tRShuesLadCby'milng,—wtheIr-Fa
Council Secretary this year—and it looks as though
things are going a bit hay wire this year—Well, we
shall see what we shall see

T
It seems as though the Delta Shelter is still going
strong this year—even though they seemed to have a
monopoly on—oh, well—something last year anyway
—Among the men they are glad to get rid of this year
are—the two Williams, Syd and Herbie—the first is
Mr. Moneybags of the Pan-Hell. Council, Football
and all that stuff, the latter is Alternate Captain of

Phone Walnut 6262

the Track Team—Then there is the man with the
medicine cognomen, Bromo Selser, the Business
Manager of this Hyear Book, 0. D. K., etc.—Also,

TAE
E
An 'Eart over your 'Eart and you are an Sigma
Phi Epsilon—We lost our Foxhall—Our Harrison
has went—but we still have on deck our Windsor—
The big man in the Managers of the stalwarts of the
track team—We are across from the Biltmore at any
rate—not exactly across but at any rate across—The
S. A. E.'s do not have a thing on us—we have a violet for a flower too—not to mention an American
Beauty rose—Seems that someone connected with a
Florist must have had a lot to do with our founding.

ladies and gentlemen, they have none other than Hog
Head, er, Pardon me, Sugar McCown—anyhow it
was good while it lasted—lots of fun too.

•x
Do we bear our cross in grand style and even
though we have lost our Fain and a host of others we
still bear our cross, boys and girls—But we still have
our Athletes Gooding and Davis—and is Hugh a big
shot on this man's campus—well, we reckon—President of the Senior Class and Basket-ball Captain—
Watch our Bush and the cross bearers next year,
they are bound to go places—and did our little big
man make a place for himself and Cisco hasn't finished yet—No, Sir, not by a long shot—Anyway we
still believe that 3.2% beer is a joke—and do we fling
house dances and how they are flung

K
Phi Sigma Kappa is the cognomen and the spacious
grounds in front of the house is where we get so proficient in the manly art of indoor baseball—and has
graduation, the old meanie, played a trick on us, we
will say that it has—left us with just a few stalwarts
to carry on the good work —hut never you mind. remember that big oaks from little acorns grow-

()

x

Gone are the good olde days when the Limousine,
the most different on the campus was parked by our
Spring Street domicile—Gone are the good olde days
when Theta Chi was the watchword of the campus
—But we do have a team that will show them plenty
before this indoor baseball league is finished—We are

THE STUDENT SUPPLY
- EVERYTHING A STUDENT NEEDS!"

H K 4,

We still have our Frank Whitley and by the grace •
of the seven seas we hope that we get another break
next year—with the way things look it seems that we
will have to be content with the fact that we did
love and lose which after all is a bit better than never

VISMOR SODA CO.
FIFTH & SPRING ST.

We Deliver Anywhere
on Tech's Campus
PHONE HE. 9284

to have loved at all—We believe like the Salvation
Army that a Fraternity may be down but never out, •
and then still there is always a chance because as
long as there is life there is hope

Be

n

•

The Colonial Mansion still stands—and despite theories to the contrary it is still occupied by Beta Theta

Pi—We have lost our Hamm but we still have managed to make the payments on the Colossal Mansion
— to be exact the first of the new Fraternity Homes
on the campus—and that is one distinction that can
never be taken away from us and that is something
—And did we do our share in making this book a '
success—The Editor was our Hank Burks and the

FAIR PRICES

COURTEOUS SERVICE

G. F. Herrin, Manager

due for a comeback—send your sons to Tech and we
will show them what we have been the stepping
stones for—a bigger and better Theta Chi—That's
us.

FULTON SUPPLY CO.

•

X +
We might not mean so much to Tech but do we
rate everywhere else—and is our Mansion the Nertz
—What the fire—Well, that is too bad, just did a
little damage and had to be repaired—maybe the
Mortgage will go too next time—better to have tried
and failed than never to have tried at all—and did
we have two of the big men of the Campus this year
—Viereck the end man in the things football on
Coach Alexander's football team—and there is our
Gegenheimer—Student Council Member, Track Man,
Anak and all that sort of stuff—we are beginning to
get into things and the old omen seems to be hastening to the fulfillment—It won't be long now.

Industrial, Textile, Contractors
Supplies and Machinery
•
MAIN 3400
342 Nelson St., S. W.

Atlanta, Ga.

Hem. 2296
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Well we are Journalists at any rate and if things
click as we hope for them to, we will be for a long
time—Just managing editor this year but we have
ideas—if some meanie does not explode our well-laid
plans—Well, after all is said and done we have our
Morgan and Hale—Our Athlete has passed into the
Valley of the missing men—But we still have the
autographed picture of Coolidge and do we rate in
other schools and do we have alumni, well, just ask
us—We will go places in spite of the meanies that

Superior Laundry
Bundles of Satisfaction
■

668-70

W. Peachtree Street, N. W

.

are always breaking up our playhouses

WE SUPPLY THE TABLES OF
MANY TECH FRATERNITIES

UNITED PROVISION
COMPANY
14 Broad Street

WA. 3259

Fashion's Newest Things
for College Men
...RIGHT IN...

Style - Quality - Price

THE TECH SHOP
49 NORTH AVENUE, N. W.
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Who has the biggest little man on the campus or
visa versa whichever the case may be—Laney the man
that made the God's Gift to Women page of the
Yellow Jacket and is he the stuff, well, ask him and
you will find out—His latest is that he is going to
join the Nary so the World can see him—Then too,
we have the last of a long line, Breffeilh, the manager
of The Technique this year—and after this year at
this sitting it looks as though there will be a divorce
granted in favor of another one of the lodges—but
we shall see what we shall see—And are we due for
a comeback and it is in the cards that in 1962 that we
will stage that comeback—Have your grandchildren
to drop around, they will be glad to visit the best fraternity on the campus—until then Au RevoirBK
Co-operation—Co-operatives—at any rate we have
placed cups in the Niche that is one of the newest
on the Tech Campus and do we go to church—come
over sometime and we will show you the cup—And
do we have a bunch of artists that can decorate posts
—And this isn't the old lamp post gag—So there you
mug—posts may come and posts may go—but the
Beta Kappa Post at Pan-Hellenic last year meant and
still means a lot to us—Just a hunch of hard-working
lads trying to get along—Co-operation to the nth degree is us and when you start in politics with co-operation as the incentive, well, 12 to 13 can't be wrong.
4'EII
Passing one of the houses on Fifth Street the other
day we saw the Greek letters above over a doorway

the organizations at Tech a worth while research that
will eventually bring the desired results we believe.

GEORGIA SCHOOL
of TECHNOLOGY
"A Technical School With

Student Council Constitution—Under the direction
of Harry Weiler the somewhat inefficient out of date
constitution has been modernized by this year's council a commendable work.

We Arc Noted for Our Famous
Milk Shakes

TECH COMMISSARY

Tech Nite—At the Georgia Theatre, thanks to
George and Charlie Griffin that Spring Sports might
live.

Fountain Drinks

The Technique's Stand—On the Board of Regent's
action toward the Commerce Department is most commendable—fighting for their rights as students—The
work we believe will get results: thanks to Willard
Turnbull the Editor in connection with the Students
Justice Committee, a newly organized body to perpetuate just what the name implies, Student Justice.

Quick Lunches

I

Regular Meals

638 CHERRY STREET

a National Reputation"

FOREIGN NEWS

T
I

TECH SPECIALIST

HE GEORGIA SCHOOL OF TECHNOLOGY
offers to young men of ability and ambition a train-

ing which will fit them for positions of responsibility

and power. The national reputation of this institution
is based not on claims, but on results.

Its greatest as-

set is the record which its alumni are making in the productive work of the world. Georgia Tech graduates

Dean Shephardson—The Dean of Dean Skiles this
year in two lectures, one to the undergraduate fraternity men and another to the alumni of all of the
Fraternities outlined where to—and why of the modern fraternity and every man that heard these inspirational talks went away the better because of his
presence there
Franklin D. Roosevelt—The President of the United
States shortly after his overwhelming election on his
way to his home in Warm Springs, Georgia, stopped
off long enough to chat with some of the boys (see

for 25 Years

TRIO LAUNDRY
Jackson 1600

succeed because they have been trained both to think
scientifically and to work efficiently.

Technique, page 2) and be interviewed by The Technique in the year's shortest interview—A straw ballot of the students before election showed that the
choice of Tech men was the Roosevelt Warrior of

Courses in Civil, Electrical, Mechanical, Textile,

1 933

Chemical, Ceramic and Aeronautical Engineering,

Japanese Good-Will Ambassadors—Received a
hearty welcome at Tech when they toured this country in behalf of their country—All of them interesting
and learned men. It was Tech's pleasure for the
student council to entertain them at a banquet and
sight-seeing tour on their visit.

Architecture, Commerce, Industrial Education and
General Science. Evening School of Commerce.
Coast Artillery, Signal Corps, Infantry and Ordnance Units of the R. 0. T. C., also Naval R. 0. T. C.

HETHER you operate a hotel, dairy, market,
W bakery, bottling, chemical, cold storage, or ice
plant, steamship line or any of SO other businesses,
you can do it better—give better service and make
better profit, with the aid of Frick Refrigeration.
Cold air, cold water, cold brine, cold pipes, cold
cartridges, water ice or dry ice—there's a Frick plant
of the exact size and type to furnish Reliable Refrigeration of the kind you need. Bulletins and esti-

For Further Information, Address

THE REGISTRAR

mates on request.

Georgia School of Technology

ATLANTA

GEORGIA

FRICK COMPANY
Walnut

3628

MORTGAGE GUARANTY BUILDING

ATLANTA, GA.

Military Review and Ball—This event is getting to
be more and more popular every year—Better attendance—The floodlights are at last used for something
other than ornaments for daytime football games
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Although a technical school, Tech has this year
many men who have shown marked ability as artists
—that is other than the Architects who have won
honors galore in competition of their problems. The
Art work in this issue of the BLUE PRINT speaks for
itself and is the handiwork of the versatile Hugh
Stubbins, a work that we compliment him on highly.
Aben De Alamar. a Sophomore has become recognized
through his work on the covers and the Grand Advertisement in the Yellow Jacket—Conrad Bach with his
distinctive style of cartoons in The Technique and
the Yellow Jacket has shown another year of progress

with the pen—Fred Bull with his crayon has decorated more than one Yellow Jacket this year.

THE VARSITY

Lovers of the Year

EQUIPPED-- –

George Breffeilh and Jimmy Morgan—The introducing twins that have taken from obscurity more than
one girl this year and introduced them to the campus

Good Food

Cold Drinks

. . . Curb Service .. .

—After one taste of the dreg of popularity they have
then introduced another to the Campus — Merry,

BOWLING ALLEYS / BARBER SHOP

White, Leide, etc.

55-61 North Avenue, N. W.

with many years' experience for making

THEAR

Photographs of all sorts, desirable for
illustrating College Annuals. Best obtainable artists, workmanship, and the
capacity for prompt and unequalled

The Marionettes have reorganized and are Presenting Journey's End. As this goes to press the success
of this revived organization is assured with the results of the one show thus far at Brenau College.
With the enrollment of Tech we are glad to see an-

service

other activity added so that with the divertisement
everyone can enjoy something that interests him or
her.

MUSIC

The Favorite of Atlantians
And All College Students . . . .

GEORGIA
THEATRE
High Class First Run Pictures
and Selected Added
Attractions

Despite the fact that Tech is a technical school and
that the art of music is one that does not appear in
the catalogue it has two musical organizations that
it might be proud of in the instrumental type and one
of the vocal.
The Ramblers, those Gentlemen of Jazz that have

Photographers for

enlightened the evenings of many an engineer as they

BLUE PRINT

is a band that any school may well be proud of. They

have tripped over their dates' feet and the dance floor,
are together for their fourth consecutive year and it
looks as though we will have them for some time to
come. This summer they play at Ocean City, Maryland. Congratulations, Ramblers, on the type of
music that you have dispensed and chased away, old
man gloom.
The Georgia Tech band ranks with the foremost
when college bands are mentioned throughout the
country, one hundred pieces strong with a freshman
band as a nucleus for new umpah players or what

Address requests for information to our

have you. Under the careful guidance of Mr. Ghering the band has shown progress every year, and under his capable direction it has gone places in musical
realms that we had never dreamed of. Our hats are

EXECUTIVE OFFICE

off to Mr. Ghering, Horace Hans the drum major
and every member of the band from the player of the

220 WEST 42nd STREET

FINANCIAL
STATEMENT

NEW YORK

flute to the player of the bass drum.
The only musical organization that isn't instrumental is the Y Singers and they have been the instrument of many a success at the different occasions that
they have sung for. Too bad that not more of the
students know of this organization.

Inasmuch as most of the students have hurled harsh
statements that have something to do with graft at
this volume in the years past we are publishing a
statement that has been audited by Hocum and Hocum and Hocum, so it has to be right.

Far be it from this here book to make any forecast as to conditions, but they really do look good.
Cotton's gone up, wheat's gone up, prices have gone
up, wages might go up in the next seven years, and
they even ran the flag up at school last week. (Grades
are as ever on the downward trend, however.)
Many of the supposedly intelligent men of the country have said that good times are on the come and
that people can look forward to a far better year.
Even Tech's own up and coming Banking Prof. says
that lie thinks things might improve sometime.
Anyhow may the controlling powers be kind and send us
numerous lads of football ability so that we may
cope with some of the "Pro" outfits that we have to
meet.

ANOTHER

TUC

From the files of some long lost BLUE PRINT we
find the accompanying cut. Finding it quite appropriate to the present conditions we have drug it out
and printed it for your approval. The spectacular
outbreak of the Commerce men when they received
their well-known "Raw Deal" shows this to he only
too true. However, let's keep it in mind and hope
that the Engineering School won't be moved as soon
as it begins to make any money, if ever. Tech students have always been known for their desire to
help Tech, even at a loss to themselves. Tech students do not like to help others hurt Tech even if
they say that they are only trying to help. It really
is sad, though, that there isn't enough combined
knowledge in the State of Georgia to equal the seemingly rash, hurriedly acquired knowledge of a hired
man from the great north.

YEARBOOK
DESIGNED AND
ENGRAVED THE
PERSONALITY
WAY • • • • BY

Photo- Process Co.
-3
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SPRING AT LUCKIE

LOYA

It seems that in these times of growling about the
scarcity of money and the ever increasing menace
of a good country going to the dogs the big shots
of the various societies would
sort of cut down on the expenses and try to give the newly
elected men a good break for

roc
- ATLANTA

•

a change. . . But no . .
The fine structure which you
can clearly see on this page
is none other than an architect's drawing of a proposed
lodge for the unemployed students of Tech. (That affair
off to the right isn't what you
might think it is). The fountain to the front is to be installed for the purpose of doing
away with other supposedly
necessary fixtures. Anyway,
the poor newly initiates have
to foot the bill, which probably
won't bother them since they
haven't any money anyway.
. . (See current A B C statements for proof.)

Being as how most of the buildings hereabout are
apt to fall apart most any time, we would like to
suggest that the school take over the Biltmore Hotel
and give us something to be proud of besides ancient
machines, lathes, pumps, etc. The Dining Hall, now
there's a place for you. . . If all the buildings
were like it we wouldn't have a kick to make . .
at least not in that line. It's too bad that Tech
can't boast a gym, even if it were thrown together
with clapboards. At least we'd have a gym and
wouldn't have to go down town to see a basket-ball
game or get a little workout, although some of the
boys get theirs at the Varsity on Saturday nights.
Anyway, they have good eats.
The publications? . . Now there's one of Tech's
greatest assets. Prize winners . . all of them
. . Technique, Yellow Jacket. and BLUE PRINT
. . especiall y the BLUE PRINT. Noble editions by
noble lads : up and coming lads: engineers and Commerce lads: at least that's one thing in which they
stick together in.
And do we have supporters . . only the best
. real pals, ever y one. . . All these ads are
given by real Tech supporters who look for the ever
increasing fame of this here place of loining. But
then again they get their mone y's worth and then
some. . . It's not every Concern, Company, Corporation, or what have you, that can advertise in a
' continual prize-winning book.

There has always been plenty of
talk about how easy it is to take advantage of a prof. who is forced, on
account of the nature of his course,
to put the students on their honor to
some extent. That the students of
the C. E. Department have taken advantage of this opportunity so openly
left to those of weaker minds is made
obvious by the accompanying picture.
The cut from which this here picSUCCESSFUL ANNUALS
REQUIRE THE SERVICES
OF EXPERIENCED AND
EXPERT CRAFTSMEN

FOOTE & DAVIES COMPANY
HAVE THESE SERVICES

and

ture, or map, of the campus was made
was found by one of the campus highpoint A. K.ers in the possession of one
of the chief high-pressure moneymakers hereabout, who was doubtlessly selling printed copies of same
for a nominal charge. May we herein
suggest that urgent steps be taken to
stop such practice from spreading to
the Ceramics Department.

the most necessary components
of all really fine books including
A SPECIAL ANNUAL
SALES AND SERVICE
ORGANIZATION
CREATIVE DESIGNERS
AND LAYOUT ARTISTS
ABUNDANT EQUIPMENT
MODERN AND COMPLETE
PRICES REPRESENTING
MAXIMUM IN VALUE

Herff-Jones Service . . . .
on Georgia Tech Senior Rings
ALUMNIWHO HAVE NOT YET
ORDERED RINGS
We will make up rings for any
graduating year at regular prices.
School ruling is that every
aplictonfrgmusbeapovd
by Alumni Secretary before order
is filled.

Name

—REPAIRS
on injured rings furnished by us.
Every ring is guaranteed against
defective workmanship and material or will be replaced with no
charge.
If injured through fault of owner.
we will repair at actual cost of
materials. Be sure to send to HerffJones for all repairs.

INFORMATION NEEDED FOR ORDERING
:
Stone
Year
:
Course
:
Degree
:
Address
:
Yellow, Green or White Gold and Any Special Encrusting in Stone

HERFF-JONES COMPANY
College Jewelers
Indianapolis. Indiana

:

Size

H. S. CANFIELD, Georgia Representative
1560 North Decatur Road, N. E.
Atlanta, Georgia

"Designer and Official Jeweler of Georgia Tech Ring"

